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Welcome to DISCOVER ADAC
09.21 – 09.23

From regional design center to global notable, ADAC has evolved into a 
prestigious brand steeped in 60 years of tradition and heritage cultivating 

inspiration and innovation daily. Delve into the world of design and pay tribute 
to the interior designers, showrooms, architects, craftsmen, tastemakers, and 

visionaries who are at the heart of this iconic community as we celebrate 
ADAC’s 60th anniversary.

Event seating is limited. Check-in begins 10 minutes prior to each event 
and seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

HOSTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

®
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TUESDAY | September 21

Erinn Valencich, Founder of StyleRow, Erinn V. Design Group and ERINN 
V. furniture will share how she built her career in design with no formal 
design education. Breaking into licensing and product design, Erinn grew 
her Instagram to a following of nearly 100,000 by sharing her favorite 
things. She’s translated her design vision into seven licensed collections, 
including one with Baldwin Hardware, and has won two ARTS Awards for 
Interior Designer of the Year. She’ll also share the inspiration behind her 
award-winning furniture line, ERINN V.
Ernest Gaspard & Associates | Suite 109
@erinnvstyle | @ernestgaspardassociates

NOON
A Life in Design
Showroom Presentation

ernest gaspard 
& associates

Sponsored by
An awe-inspiring hour you won’t want to miss!  LUXE Interiors + Design 
Editor-in-Chief Pamela Jaccarino sits down with renowned pop artist, 
author and entrepreneurial empress Ashley Longshore for a lively and 
empowering conversation. The dynamic duo will discuss everything from 
art and design to color and creativity.  Plus, how inspiration, drive and 
confidence lets you achieve your dreams.  Internationally renowned for 
her highly-collectable paintings and brand collaborations in the world of 
fashion & luxury goods, Ashley is a fearless leader who continues to break 
barriers and push the envelope on her own terms.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Join us immediately following the discussion for a special reception and 
book signing by Ashley at Paul +. 

Copies of Ashley Longshore: I Do Not Cook, I Do Not Clean, I Do Not Fly 
Commercial will be available for purchase.
Paul+ | Suite 121
@ashleylongshoreart | @luxemagazine | @paulplusatlanta

10:00 AM
ALL THAT GLITTERS…IS ASHLEY LONGSHORE
Keynote Presentation

Photo Credit: Paul Costello
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Six Decades of Design

Take an exciting step and join us for the launching of a collaboration 
between C + H INTERIORS and Spicher and Company! Explore inside the 
minds of two creators - Lia Shin, the Design Director at C + H INTERIORS, 
and Mark Spicher, the owner of Spicher and Company - as they discuss 
their approach to creating “Art at Your Feet”. Captivating your eyes, not 
only to the attractions on the wall, but to exhibit and bring focus, attention, 
and celebration to the art at your feet- flooring! Dive into their inspirations; 
bring to light the development and processes leading up to this moment of 
creation; and discover how the bespoke and unexpected graphics by 
C + H INTERIORS met the leading manufacturer of Vinyl Floorcloths, 
Spicher and Company.
C +  H   I N T E R I O R S | Suite 420
@spicherandco | @candhinteriors

NOON 
Art at Your Feet
Showroom Presentation

Y E A R S

1:00 PM
Two Designers Make a Modern Play for an Age-Old Decorating Dilemma
Keynote Presentation
Join renowned designers Mikel Welch and Robert Brown for an 
entertaining and engaging discussion about the details of design wherein 
both designers create monochromatic envelopes that include clean 
architectural lines mixed with luxurious fabrics and refined upholstery 
to frame their sophisticated and deliberate selections of art and objects. 
However, the two differ in the details. Where Welch incorporates organic, 
culturally-influenced objects for his roster of celebrity clients, Brown melds 
Neoclassical furniture with mid-century art for his cadre of international 
residential and hospitality clients. Join Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles Editor-
in-Chief Suzanna Hamilton in a discussion with these highly cultivated and 
urbane designers as they discuss the details that complete each project.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Please join Robert Brown and Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles’ Suzanna 
Hamilton at the UpCountry Home showroom following the 
panel discussion.
UpCountry Home | Suite 401

@mikelwelch | @robertbrownid | @atlantahomesmag | @upcountryhome

Sponsored by

TALK .    770 . 455 . 9554
WRITE .  hello@candhinteriorsatl.com



WEDNESDAY | September 22

Sponsored by

3:00 PM
Romanticizing Interiors with Fashion
Keynote Presentation

TUESDAY | September 21

Caroline Perrott, Editor-in-Chief of Modern Luxury Interiors Atlanta and 
The Atlantan, sits down for a conversation with Modern Luxury’s Creative 
Director, VP of Fashion, tastemaker, bon vivant and curator of all things 
chic, James Aguiar. Joining in on the discussion is interior designer and 
HGTV alum Justin Q. Williams. The pair explore how interiors borrow, 
share and inspire this season’s fashions, and the two respective world’s 
symbiotic relationship. Using images from past Modern Luxury photoshoots 
as an example, Aguiar, with William’s input, will provide behind the scenes 
commentary on how interiors often inspire fashion direction. A special 
guest student from the Fashion Institute of Atlanta, will also join to create 
a tangible installation using Theodore Alexander fabrics to create a fall 
fashion look.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Please join James Aguiar, Justin Q. Williams, and Modern Luxury Interiors 
and The Atlantan’s Caroline Perrott at the Theodore Alexander showroom 
following the panel discussion. While in the showroom, be sure to check out 
their newest collections
Theodore Alexander | Suite 402

@justinqwilliams | @mlinteriorsatl | @theatlantan | @theodore_alexander_official
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@alexhitz | @amyosabadesign | @christopherspitzmiller
@flowermagazine | @centuryfurniture

Sponsored by

Consummate entertainer and bon vivant Alex Hitz, along with one of the 
South’s most sought-after floral and event designers Amy Osaba, and 
one-of-a kind lamp designer and weekend farmer Christopher Spitzmiller, 
‘dish’ with Flower Magazine Editor-in-Chief, Margot Shaw about their take 
on entertaining. Come join in the fun as Alex and Christopher regale us 
with stories from their books, The Art of the Host and A Year At Clove Brook 
Farm, and Amy shares ideas on how to host the perfect party with fabulous 
florals and beautifully appointed tables.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Book signings, floral displays, and a sampling of recipes from both books 
will follow the presentation in Century Furniture.
Century Furniture | Suite 212

10:00 AM
Secrets of Entertaining
Keynote Presentation



WEDNESDAY | September 22
Y E A R S
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PINDLER is proud to present The Mystique Collection, a colorful 
kaleidoscope of eye-catching designs. The fabrics and trims were inspired 
by the mystique and whimsical feel of European coastal tile and ceramics. 
Join us for an overview of the new Mystique Collection and light bites.
PINDLER | Suite 211
@pindlercorp

10 AM – 3 PM
PINDLER Launches Mystique Collection
Open House

Six Decades of Design

Fall is in the air and Peacock Alley’s shelves are stocked with new products 
for the season! Discover darker, moodier hues paired with the light 
neutrals that have become a signature for Peacock Alley. Uncover their 
new patterns, new colors, and immediate availability of products. Explore 
their collections of luxury linens for bed and bath. Plus, find furniture, 
decorative pillows, throws, and accessories all at Peacock Alley!
Peacock Alley | ADAC West, Suite A6
@peacockalley

10 AM – 5 PM
New Fall Finds at Peacock Alley
Open House



WEDNESDAY | September 22

How do you create extraordinarily unique spaces and put a crisp, current 
twist on classic design? What is the best approach to incorporating 
vintage components, rooted in historically traditional style to create a 
fresh modern design? Visit Thibaut’s showroom to uncover the artistry 
of reproduction from two of the industry’s best, Louise Gaskill of Louise 
Gaskill Lighting and Susan Sprinkle, owner of Reprotique. Louise’s designs 
begin with exquisite mid-century glass paired with hand gilded vintage 
components. The result is extraordinarily unique lighting and drapery 
hardware. Susan specializes in 17th - 18th century art reproduction and 
draws on time-honored production techniques and designs of antiquity to 
create modern pieces. Light bites and beverages will be provided.
Thibaut | Suite 140
@louisegaskill | @reprotique | @thibaut_1886

NOON
Trunk Show with Reprotique & Louise Gaskill Lighting
Showroom Presentation
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Join Baker Interiors Group in the Baker Atlanta showroom for an open 
house reception, including refreshments and bites, for a showcase of 
the captivating Baker Luxe collection. Attendees will have the chance to 
explore the 90-piece fashion-forward collection, which encompasses 
an array of case goods and upholstered pieces inspired by an era of 
icons such as Yves Saint Laurent, Halston, and Warhol. With an enticing 
combination of bold sculptural profiles, modern forms, and semiprecious 
materials, the designs encapsulate Baker’s unparalleled level of quality 
and craftsmanship.
Baker Furniture | Suite 206
@bakerfurniture

10 AM – 5 PM
Open House Featuring Baker Luxe



Y E A R S
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Please join Pamela Marshall, resident textile authority, and Schumacher VP 
of Design and Product Development, to get an exclusive in-depth look
at their latest collections. From a new whimsical wallpaper collection with
in-house designer Christina Buckley to their exquisite fabric collaboration
with their sister rug brand, Patterson Flynn, Pam shares the secrets for how
Schumacher has kept it going over the past year, and the history and
inspiration that brings their monthly collections to life.
Schumacher | Suite 303
@schumacher1889

NOON
Collection Preview with Schumacher VP of Design, Pam Marshall
Showroom Presentation

Join the Jerry Pair showroom as renowned sculptor and artist, Tom Corbin 
presents his recent collection of figurative and nonobjective works in honor 
of the release of his new book, Tom Corbin Continued. Take a peek into 
Corbin’s unconventional path into design and his prestigious commissions, 
most recently, to sculpt Harry Truman for the Nation’s Capitol. Following his 
presentation, Corbin will be signing copies of his new book. While in the 
showroom, preview his latest pieces and browse Jerry Pair’s exciting new 
line, Bright Chair.
Jerry Pair | Suite 508
@corbinbronze | @jerrypair

NOON
Tom Corbin of Corbin Bronze - The Art of Bronze Sculpture 
Showroom Presentation

Six Decades of Design



Join Iris Apfel, fashion icon, and Millie Hammond, Design Director for 
Fabricut, to discuss the new Maximal Couture Collection of textiles and 
Iris’ fascinating life. Iris Apfel’s Maximal Couture Collection of textiles for 
Fabricut embodies her iconic fashion sense and employs her rich history of 
expertise in textiles that first began when Iris was a young child creating 
schemes with her grandmother’s fabric remnants. As a connoisseur of 
artistry and textile maven herself, Iris’s inimitable and dynamic taste is 
fervently infused in every pattern in this collection. Known for her 
eclectic style, both witty and exuberantly eccentric, Iris has a flair for 
making a statement.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium
@iris.apfel | @fabricut

3:00 PM
Maximal Couture: Iris Apfel & Fabricut
Virtual Showroom Presentation

Join Betsy Riley, editorial director of Atlanta Magazine’s HOME, as she 
chats with respected designers Tish Mills, Loren Taylor, and Whitney Ray, 
about why antiques can add character to any interior. Learn how reusing 
and refreshing key pieces promotes sustainability and can also ease recent 
supply chain challenges. This may be new to “grand millennials,” but 
Southerners have always valued family treasures—even ones that aren’t 
“grand.” This expert panel will share their advice for mastering the mix.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Following the discussion, please join Betsy Riley and panelists for a 
reception at Designer Carpets.
Designer Carpets | Suite 215
@tishmills | @lorenaudreytaylor | @wyethrayinteriors
@atlmaghome | @atlantamagazine | @designercarpets 

1:00 PM
Everything Old Is New Again: 
Tips for Creating Memorable Interiors
Panel Discussion Sponsored by

WEDNESDAY | September 22
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Join ADAC, VERANDA, and Julian Chichester for a party honoring the 2021 finalists of the 
prestigious Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Awards. Meet the established names and 

rising stars whose innovative ideas are energizing the world of design in the Southeast and beyond!
Julian Chichester | Suite 139

4:00 PM 
Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Finalists Celebration

Reception

#SEDY | @verandamag | @julianchichesterltd

2021 SOUTHEAST 
DESIGNERS & ARCHITECT

OF THE YEAR

Six Decades of Design



THURSDAY | September 23
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NOON
Designing Friends: Meredith McBrearty and Jeremy Corkern
Keynote Presentation
The multi-faceted interior designer Meredith McBrearty and acclaimed 
architect Jeremy Corkern have known each other for years—as friends and 
as a professional design team—and now each are featured in the MILIEU 
Fall 2021 edition. Leslie Newsom Rascoe, MILIEU’s Design Director, leads 
a lively and interactive discussion with McBrearty and Corkern, sharing 
behind-the-scenes photography of their projects, both completed and 
still-in-progress.  Learn the secrets of how they work well together and their 
lessons for a successful designer–architect collaboration.
Jim Thompson | Suite 304

@meredithmcbrearty | @jeremycorkernstudio | @milieumag | @jim_thompson_showroom

Sponsored by
®

Does great design need to look like it’s changing the world? Or are today’s 
most noteworthy ideas unseen on, say, Instagram? Join Charlotte architect 
Ken Pursley, New York interior designer Ashley Whittaker, and Atlanta 
architect Yong Pak, with VERANDA executive editor Ellen McGauley, for a 
timely discussion on what matters today, from prime livability to the sound 
old wood makes when you walk on it.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Following the presentation, Thibaut is hosting a reception and book signing 
in honor of Ellen McGauley and the panelists. Stock up on signed copies of 
Ken Pursley’s Finding Home and Ashley Whittaker’s The Well-Loved House.
Thibaut | Suite 140
@pursleydixon | @ashleywhittakerdesign | @pakheydtassociatesllc
@verandamag |@thibaut_1886

10:00 AM
Tiny Little Things: The Quiet Details That Count
Keynote Presentation Sponsored by



Y E A R S
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Kravet invites you to join Rebecca Gardner of Houses & Parties to discuss 
how to take your event to the next level with dazzling design details. 
During this exclusive discussion, she will share ideas about hosting the 
most elegant dinner party that is sure to make your next gathering one 
to remember.
Kravet | Suite 106
@housesandparties | @kravetinc

NOON
Posh Party Planning with Rebecca Gardner
Showroom Presentation

NOON
Grand Opening and Book Signing with Janie Molster
Showroom Presentation
The BRADLEY team is excited to host Janie Molster’s book signing for 
House Dressing, featuring BRADLEY’s own Molina Coffee Table and 
Ronnie Sofa on the cover.  You are invited to meet Janie and celebrate 
the launch of BRADLEY’s new showroom with expanded furniture and 
wallcovering offerings, including Louee Vega and Donna Hughes 
Wallcovering.
BRADLEY | Suite 315 

@janiemolsterdesigns | @bradleyusa

Six Decades of Design



At Garden & Gun magazine, editors are ever in pursuit of soulful 
design. For style director Haskell Harris, inspiration is often found in the 
architectural work of Jim Strickland, founder of Historical Concepts, and 
that of his frequent collaborator, interior designer Barbara Westbrook. 
During this panel, Harris will speak to the duo about the art of creating a 
memorable home—both inside and out. 
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium

Following the discussion, please join Haskell for a reception in the Made 
Goods showroom.
Made Goods | Suite 403
@historicalconcepts | @barbarawestbrookinteriors |@gardenandgun | @madegoods

1:00 PM
The Art of the Memorable House
Keynote Presentation 

How do you make a home that fits to a T? That’s tailored to your lifestyle, 
perfectly expresses your personality, is as comfortable as a second skin, 
and lets you live life to the fullest? Over more than two decades, Janie 
Molster has become known for creating family homes that are as bold and 
sophisticated as they are inviting and practical. Janie will share anecdotes 
about the journey to the publication of her book, House Dressing, and will 
reveal the secrets behind her unique ability to craft dreamy interiors, 
while offering down-to-earth advice for creating your own beautiful and 
personal spaces.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium
@janiemolsterdesigns | @archdigest

3:00 PM
Janie Molster: Your Home-Your Story
Keynote Presentation Sponsored by

THURSDAY | September 23
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Sponsored by



As we celebrate our 60th Anniversary, ADAC is paying homage to the Designers, Architects, and Showroom 
Owners whose lasting legacies are woven into the very foundation of the Southeast’s vibrant interior design 
community. Commemorative window vignettes outside of the ADAC Management Office on the fourth floor, 

offer a look at the innovative pioneers and inspiring mentors whose passions for design transcend time, whose 
works have redefined tradition, and whose ideas have transformed the evolution of the craft.  

ADAC IS 
WHE RE 
LEGAC IES 
ARE M ADE .
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Discover Design in Atlanta // One week. Two design destinations. 
September 20 – September 23, 2021

DISCOVER ADAC

9.21 – 9.23
FEATURING GIFT & HOME

SEPT. 20–22, 2021



@adacatlanta #adacatlanta #discoveradac

adacatlanta.com

Y E A R S


